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Abstract
The U.S. Merchant Marine Academy is located in Kings Point, New York.
The Academy is listed on the National Register of Historic Places
(#14000538). The historic district contains contributing mansions constructed during the Gold Coast Era and the Academy buildings constructed in 1942 to 1969. All buildings require regular planned
maintenance and repair. The most notable cause of historic building element failure and/or decay is not because the historic building is old, but
rather it is caused by an incorrect or inappropriate repair and/or basic neglect of the historic building fabric. This document is a maintenance manual compiled with as-is conditions of building materials at the Academy.
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties on Preservation, Rehabilitation, and Repair are discussed per
material. This 8-volume report includes an overview volume plus volumes
on each of the following elements: concrete, wood, brick, metal, roofing,
stucco, and mechanical systems. All mentioned repair procedures are from
the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA): Historic Preservation
Technical Procedures and/or the National Park Service’s series of Preservation Briefs. This report satisfies Section 110 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended.

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products.
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR.
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Foreword
ERDC-CERL’s effort to put together a guide to proper maintenance and repair of the historic elements at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy has
been divided into multiple volumes for ease of use by installation personnel.
This is Volume 7 of 8, and it covers guidance for proper maintenance and
repair of historic stucco elements at USMMA.
Please see Volume 1 for an overview of the project and the USMMA’s historic context, an explanation of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
and their application, and overviews and lists of immediate concerns for
the USMMA’s historic exteriors and interiors.

ADAM D. SMITH
Project Manager
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1

Stucco
NOTE: Maintenance manuals such as those produced as part of this report are a general guide for the historic materials used throughout the
USMMA. Do not assume that because a particular building or a particular material on a building is not mentioned in these manuals that the
material in need of maintenance or repair does not need to follow the
Standards.
Stucco is applied directly, without lath, to masonry substrates such as
brick, stone, concrete, or hollow tile. On wood structures, stucco, similar to
its interior counterpart plaster, is applied over lath in order to obtain an
adequate key to hold the stucco. Stucco is applied as a multiple-layer process consisting of two and more commonly as three coats. Stucco applied
to an exterior wall is intended to function as a watertight surface. Unless
maintained, rainwater will penetrate open joints and cracks that may appear over time.

1.1

Immediate concerns for stucco
The following are examples of deterioration and actions to be taken, with
references to photos of USMMAHD structures that show the indicated
problems. It is, of course, possible for a structure to exhibit more than one
type of deterioration.
•

Stucco applied to an exterior wall (Figure 1, Figure 4–Figure 7) is intended to function as a watertight surface. Unless maintained, rainwater will penetrate the open joints and cracks that may appear over time.

•

Stucco is particularly susceptible to water damage, which in turn will
cause the stucco to lose its bond and pull away from its substrate
(Figure 8 and Figure 9).

•

Crazing and hairline cracks are to be expected with historic stucco, but
if they appear on a large amount of wall areas or cover the entire surface, inspections should be done on the underlying substrate.
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•

The USMMA needs to develop a periodic inspection process for all of
its buildings that have stucco finishes to ensure deterioration and degradation is mitigated and/or fixed as quickly as possible (Figure 2 and
Figure 3).
Figure 1. Stucco-clad exterior wall, west facade of Quarters D (Grenwolde Casino)
(USMMA, 2013).

Figure 2. Flashing and pigeon control placed on top of architectural elements covered
with stucco material; replacement stucco needs to be finished with color,
appearance, and texture of original stucco (ERDC-CERL, 2015).
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Figure 3. Stucco-clad balustrade that has been painted (ERDC-CERL, 2013).

Figure 4. Melville Hall is one of the Gold Coast mansions that has stucco
(ERDC-CERL, 2013).
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Figure 5. Stucco details, corbel and dentils, on Melville Hall (ERDC-CERL, 2013).

Figure 6. Land Hall is another of the Gold Coast mansions that has stucco
(ERDC-CERL, 2013).
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Figure 7. Stucco on concrete at the Eldridge Pool bathhouses (ERDC-CERL, 2013).
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Figure 8. A concrete pergola column with a parge of stucco that is failing
(ERDC-CERL, 2015).

Figure 9. A stucco parge that is failing on this monument (ERDC-CERL, 2015).
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1.2

Guidelines, briefs, bulletins, and sources for stucco
In addition to the information contained in this manual, the authors have
compiled the following federal resource publications (reproduced here for
convenience, with links for online access given in References) to inform
managers about standards, guidelines, and procedures for understanding
architecture, and caring for, preserving, and rehabilitating historic buildings with emphasis on historic stucco material (see subsections 1.2.1 and
1.2.2).
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1.2.1
Preserving and repairing historic stucco (Grimmer 1990 –
Preservation Brief #22)
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1.2.2

Painting exterior stucco (GSA 2016)
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1.3

Preservation and rehabilitation guidelines for stucco
According to The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings, the proper procedure for
preservation and rehabilitation is to respect the significance of the original
materials and features, repair and retain them wherever possible, and replace them only when absolutely necessary (Grimmer 2017) .
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The following recommendations for care of historic stucco are to be thoroughly read and understood before a treatment is specified. Table 1
(preservation) and Table 2 (rehabilitation) contain information excerpted
from Grimmer 2017. Any related NPS or GSA guidelines should also be
consulted to determine the appropriateness of any treatment.
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Table 1. Preservation treatment for stucco (Grimmer 2017, 31–36).

Preservation Treatment for Stucco

(Table continues on next page.)
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(Table continues on next page.)
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Table 2. Rehabilitation treatment for stucco (Grimmer 2017, 82–87).

Rehabilitation Treatment for Stucco

(Table continues on next page.)
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1.4

Maintenance / management for stucco
All building materials deteriorate with age and exposure to the weather.
Through routine inspection and cyclical maintenance, the useful life span
of a building and its historic fabric will be greatly increased. Preventive
maintenance involves regular inspection of those parts of the building that
are most likely to develop problems. Having a checklist for each USMMA
building is advised to help the USMMA CRM and maintenance department identify and keep an accurate record or inventory of the building’s
problems, to facilitate systematic repair and maintenance. Begin early in
project planning to ensure that design scopes, qualifications, and budgets
address preservation compliance requirements.
Repair, renovation, and replacement of character-defining features to the
contributing features to the USMMA historic district, such as historic
stucco elements, MUST be coordinated with the NY SHPO. If a characterdefining feature has been previously removed or replaced on the contributing building, prior to this report, and as future renovations occur, these
need to be replaced with elements that replicate the original character-defining features of that building. Historic photographs found in CharacterDefining Features of Contributing Buildings and Structures in the United
States Merchant Marine Academy Historic District (Smith, Enscore, and
Adams 2014) will help guide this process in coordination with the NY
SHPO.
Successful stucco repair requires the skill and experience of a professional
plasterer, and the following should be noted:
•

After the cause of deterioration has been identified, any necessary repairs to the building should be made first before repairing the stucco.
Such work is likely to include repairs designed to keep excessive water
away from the stucco, such as roof, gutter, downspout and flashing repairs, improving drainage, and redirecting rainwater runoff and
splash-back away from the building.

•

Before beginning any stucco repair, an assessment of the stucco should
be undertaken to determine the extent of the damage, and how much
must be replaced or repaired. Testing should be carried out systematically on all elevations of the building to determine the overall condition
of the stucco. Some areas in need of repair will be clearly evidenced by
missing sections of stucco or stucco layers. Bulging or cracked areas are
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obvious places to begin. Unsound or soft areas that have lost their key
will echo with a hollow sound when tapped gently with a wooden or
acrylic hammer or mallet (see Inspectioneering weblink in References).
•

An analysis of the historic stucco will also provide useful information
on its primary ingredients and their proportions, and it will help to ensure that the new replacement stucco will duplicate (as closely as possible) the old in strength, composition, color, and texture.

•

Small hairline cracks usually are not serious and may be sealed with a
then slurry coat consisting of the finish coat ingredients, or even with a
coat of paint or whitewash.

•

Commercially available caulking compounds are not suitable materials
for patching hairline cracks.

•

Larger cracks will have to be cut out in preparation for more extensive
repair done by a skilled and experienced professional plasterer.

•

Stucco surfaces are best cleaned by use of a mild detergent and a low
pressure water rinse, or with the use of plain water applied at low pressure.
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